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PART I
BIOGRAPHICAL INTRODUCTION
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO HIS LITERARY WORK
A child of genius is seldom found in a milieu more propi-
tious than that into which Alfred de Musset was born in Paris,
on December 11, 1810. His was a family of ease and comfort in
which the love of letters had long been a tradition. From his
earliest years he could indulge his love of reading. At the age
of seven he had already devoured the "Arabian Nights" and "Don
Quixote." First under the charge of a tutor, and then at the
lycee Henri 17, he made a very creditable record as a student,
carry in- off the second prize in philosophy. With the comple-
tion of his studies in 1827, however, he resolutely refused to
prepare for l'Scole polytechnique . At this time Romanticism
was fermenting in the veins of youth, and young Musset was
steeped in Shakespeare
,
Byron, G-oethe, and Schiller.
In a letter written to his friend Paul Foucher from the
chateau of his uncle, le marquis, Musset complained: "Je
m'ennuie et Je suis triste, je ne te crois pas plus gai que moi
,
mais 1e n'ai pas m£me le courage de travailler Je ne voudrais
pas ecrire, ou je voudrais §tre Shakespeare ou Schiller. Je ne
fais done rien, et je sens que le plus grand malheur qui puisse
arriver a un homme qui a les passions vives, e'est de n'en
avoir point Je donnerais vingt-cinq francs pour avoir une
piece de Shakespeare ici en anglais. 1,1
1
A. Marine, Alfred, de Musset, p. 21
•
Although a precocious child and a youth of extreme sensi-
bility, Alfred de Musset was not a youthful prodigy. At seven-
teen his poetic compositions had been quite insignificant. But
the urge to write was now welling up within him and causing him
to complain bitterly against the boredom of the study of law
which his family had persuaded him to take up.
For two years young Musset seemed to be doing nothing.
"Sous le pretexte de faire son droit, il passait son temps a se
promener aux Tuileries et au boulevard." 1 He abandoned the
study of law for that of medicine which he found equally dis-
tasteful. Finally, he himself became alarmed by his lack of
taste for any profession. His brother Paul relates that for
several days Alfred remained in his room, a prey to the
gloomiest reflections. But the young poet was not wasting his
time; far from it. Paul Foucher had taken him while still a
lyceen to Victor Hugo's famous Cenacle where he made the
acquaintance of Sainte-Beuve
,
Merimee, Antony Deschamps, Charles
Nodier, Alfred de Vigny, and others. Stimulated by these
talented minds, his own genius was not long in making itself
felt. His "3allade a la lune" was received with enthusiastic
cries, and in 1840 followed his "Contes d'Espagne et d'ltalie."
Sainte-Beuve wrote to one of his friends: "II y a parmi nous un
enfant plein de genie." 2
1 A. Barine, Alfred de Musset
, p.25-
2
P. de Musset, Biop:raohie
, p. 78.
f
Musset's reputation as a poet was becoming established,
although the press had heaped upon his head some violent
criticism. The literary boldness of his "Contes d'Espagne et
d'ltalie" had frankly shocked the classicists. His revolu-
tionary form of verse placed him in the advance guard of
moderns. Those were the days when a poetic "enjambement " could
stir up a good deal of literary excitement.
After the failure in 1630 of his first play, "La Nuit
venitienne," .'usset, in disgust with the theatre-going public,
wrote two plays in verse which he published in 1832 under the
title, "Un Spectacle dans un fauteuil." These could be enjoyed
at ease in one's armchair at home. His old friends of the
Cenacle, summoned to a reading of the new plays, received them
coldly. This reception brought about a rupture between young
Kusset and the Romanticists.
The poet continued to write his dramas. In 1833 appeared
"Andre del Sarto" and "Les Caprices de Marianne," and in 1834
"Fantasio," "Lorenzaccio , " and "On ne badine pas avec 1' amour,"
which is considered his dramatic masterpiece.
At this time in his life, as indeed throughout his entire
life, Musset was greatly concerned with the gay whirl of
fashionable life. He sought as friends young men of wealth and
did not hesitate to imitate their mode of living. He engaged
only the best Parisian tailors to make his modish clothes, he
hired horses for riding in the fashionable Bois de Boulogne, he
played for heavy stakes, danced with the belles of Paris, and
(c
"faisait les nuits blanches." Slender, blond, distinguished in
feature and bearing, surrounded by the glamour of genius,
Musset easily found his place in the aristocratic salons of the
day. Then his brother Paul remonstrated against his extrava-
gance and warned him of the day of reckoning, Alfred replied:
"Precisement
,
parce que je suis jeune, j'ai besoin de tout
connaitre, et je veux tout apprendre par experience et non par
ou'i-dire. Je sens en moi deux hommes , l'un qui agit, 1' autre
qui regarde. Si le premier fait une sottise, le second en
profiter a. 1,2
In June, 1833, at a dinner given to the contributors of the
"Revue des Deux-Mondes , " Alfred de Musset had for his table com-
panion a young author of some renown, George Sand, who was des-
tined to exert a profound influence on his life and work. The
two became ardent friends, and in December, 1633 » left Paris to
take the famous Italian voyage. The poet's subsequent illness
in Venice and his grief due to G-eorge Sand's defection sent him
back home in the spring of 1834. 7/hen the final rupture betv/een
the two came in 1835, Musset emerged from the experience trans-
formed in mind and body. His face had lost its youthful beauty,
his mind had matured, and his talent had been strengthened.
He started to work feverishly. The year 1835 was particu-
larly fecund. It was the year of the "Nuit de Mai," of the
"I'uit de Decembre," of "Confession d'un enfant du siecle," of
P. de Musset, Siographie
,
p. 85.
2 Ibid., p. 86.
<
"Barberine," and of "Le Chandelier." In I836 he wrote "II ne
faut jurer de rien, " and in 1837 the one-act play "Un Caprice"
v/hich ten years later was to bring him fame as a dramatist.
Another one-act play, "II faut qu'une porte soit ouverte ou
fermee," appeared in 1845.
By the time Musset had reached the age of thirty most of
his best work had been written, both poetry and drama. He
seemed exhausted by his precipitate production and by dissi-
pation of all kinds. Always of extreme sensibility, he was all
his life at the mercy of changing impressions, without resist-
ance to grief. Through the years ahead, although he wrote
intermittently, he was unable to shake off for long the apathy
into which he had fallen. After the striking success of "Un
Caprice," presented at the Comedie-Francaise in 1847, he wrote
four more plays, "On ne saurait penser a tout" and "Louison,"
a play in verse, in 1849, "Carmosine" in 1850, and "Bettine" in
1851.
Preeminently the poet of youth, and one of the greatest
lyric ooets of love, he never found happiness. Distressed in
mind, he began to decline in health. A heart ailment, of which
he had long observed the symptoms, developed rapidly at the end,
and on Kay 1, 1857, he died peacefully in his sleep. Always a
victim of insomnia, his last words were: "Dormir! enfin je
vais dormir
!
1,1
For those whose hearts have remained young, Alfred de
1
P. de Musset, Bio~raphle
, p. 334.

Musset is still singing, in his immortal "Nuits" and in the
exquisite poetic prose of his drama.

PART II
DRAMATIC "iORKS OF MUSSST
A curtain-raiser of an amateur
La ITult venitienne (1830)
During the months that followed the success of his poems,
"Contes d'Espagne et d'ltalie," the young Musset was approached
by the director of the Cdeon, M.Karel, who urged him to write a
play, something definitely new and "la plus hardie possible.""1"
As a result "La Nuit venitienne, piece en un acte et trois
tableaux," was presented at the Odeon on December 1, 1830, just
nine days before Musset 's twentieth birthday. Its failure was
complete. From the start, the pit seemed intent on drowning the
voices of the actors whose lines were greeted with hisses and
shouts. Fate also seemed intent on adding to the discomfiture
of the cast. Mile Beranger, who played the role of Laurette,
was wearing a lovely gown of white satin. In her long scene
with the prince, as she gazed down from the balcony to see
whether the jealous Razetta was still at his post, she inadvert-
ently leaned against some lattice -work on which the paint was
still fresh. As she turned toward her public, she presented a
white satin gown checkered with greenish squares from the waist
to the hem.
Musset was deeply hurt by the merciless criticism that
greeted his dramatic debut. He exclaimed: "Je n'aurais jamais
^ P. de Musset, Biographie
, p. 96.
r
cru qu'on put trouver dans Paris de quoi composer un public
aussi sot que celui-lsi! »
Paul de Musset indulgently writes: "Les consequences de
cette triste mesaventure sont incalculables . Alfred de Musset,
rebute' par un echec dont il sentait vivement l'injustice et la
cruaute", ne composa plus d'ouvrages au point de vue de la
representation. Si le public eut prete 1' attention qu'il devait
a un auteur de vingt ans, combien d'autres productions destinees
a la scene auraient suivi ce premier essai! L'eclatante revanche
du "Caprice" n'a ete prise que dix-sept ans apres cette honteuse
soiree. Qui peut dire ou en serait le theatre aujourd'hui si
une poignee de Beotlens n'en eut ecarte' pendant tant d'annees
le seul ecrivain capable d'arr§ter la decadence de l'art drama-
tique?" 2
It is significant that this first play, with its dreamy,
poetic atmosphere and its lyric quality, is typical of the other
plays that were to follow. The dialogue of Scene I between the
heroine and the prince is natural and well done. In the long
second scene, however, it is often difficult to follow the
meaning of the lines.
At the time when Musset wrote his first play, he was
enthusiastic about the ideas of the Romantic school of thought.
His character Razetta is as melodramatic as any Romanticist
1
P. de Musset, Biographie
, p. 98.
2 Ibid.
, pp. 98-99-
cc
could wish, especially in the long soliloquy of Scene I. The
author does better with the marquis, so ridiculous in his
elation over the marriage of his young ward to the prince.
The promise shown in the play deserved a more generous
reception for the young Musset, but his disappointment and con-
tempt for his critics doubtless gave us a series of charming
plays that would never have been written if he had been forced
to write them with one eye on the restrictions of the stage. He
said: "Je dis adieu a la me'hagerie et pour longtemps." He kept
his word. He believed that the theatre was not for him. He was
wrong. He wrote some of the most delightful comedies of the
nineteenth century.
A couple of historical plays
Andre del Sarto ( 1833
)
On April 1, 1833 there appeared in the "Revue des Deux-
Mondes" "Andre' del Sarto," the first of a series of nine plays
which Musset wrote for that review between 1833 and 1837. It
was produced at the Theatre -Francais in 1848, but was withdrawn
after five performances. Two years later it was revived at the
Cdeon with considerable alteration. This time it was performed
twenty-five times.
Musset knew well Italian art. During the same year in
1 P. de Musset, Blographie
, p. 98.

which this play appeared he expressed his admiration for the
great artists of the Renaissance in "Un mot sur l'art moderne."
Paul de Musset says that the subject of "Andre'' del Sarto" was
suggested to his brother by the notices of the Musee Filhol.
However, the maudlin sentimentality of Andre' and of Cordiani
accord better with the Romantic viewpoint than with that of
sixteenth century Florence. In Act I, Scene V the poet inserts
a word of criticism of the verbose discussions of the Romanti-
cists of his day. Andre del Sarto exclaims: "Ah! ah! deja en
train de discuter? La discussion, mes bons amis, est une terre
ste'rile, croyez-moi; c'est elle qui tue tout: moins de prefaces
et plus de livres."
The action begins at once with Cordiani' s escape from a
balcony window and the wounding of Gremio, the old servant. It
progresses rapidly with plenty of movement throughout the play.
The theme is the "menage a trois" which was to become so familiar
and hackneyed. The Romantic influence is evident in the extreme
sentimentality of Andre' and his passion for his faithless wife,
on whom he has squandered a considerable sum of money entrusted
to him by Francis I for the purchase of paintings. His despair
for the future of Florentine art, his remorse, and the destruc-
tion of his happiness make him a pathetic figure.
The play is tinged with melancholy and a nostalgic regret
for a glory that is past. Andre' says: "Seul parmi tant de
peintres illustres, je survis, jeune encore, au siecle de
Raphael, et je vois de jour en jour tout s'ecrouler autour de

11.
Mi
moi." 1 At another tine he says: "La gaiete" est quelquefois
triste, et la melancolie a le sourire sur les levres." 2
With their underlying strain of melancholy Musset's heroes
have also a youthful exuberance. It is this passionate inten-
sity of life which makea his characters so attractive and which
gives them their unity. Cordiani is almost childish in his
naive expression of Joy: "Elle m'aime, o Damien, elle m'aime!
que vas-tu me dire? Je suis heureux, regard e-moi , elle m'aime!
And this from Andre" del Sarto 1 s trusted friend who is robbing
him of his wife and his happiness!
Musset's skillful use of repartee, simple but rapid and
appropriate, enhances the style of his drama. His characters
are auick-witted and know how to seize an expression and turn it
quickly to their own thought. He possesses to a high degree the
art of making his dialogue rebound. Lionel asks his friend:
"Renonceriez-vous a vos espe'rances? " To which Andre' replies
:
"Je crois que ce sort elles qui renoncent a moi . ;
Besides his skill in repartee Musset has the gift of im-
parting to his prose an ethereal charm. In Act I, Scene III
Cordiani talks like a poet rather than an ingrate about to betraj'
his best friend: "Damien, les poetes se sont trompes. Est-ce
1' esprit du mal qui est l'ange dechu? G'est celui de 1' amour
qui, apres la creation, ne voulut pas quitter la terre, et,
1 Act II, Scene III. All quotations from plays are taken from
Comedies et Proverbes
, Flammarion, 1928.
2 Act I, Scene XII
3 Act I, Scene III
4 Act II. Scenft VI

tandis que ses freres remontaient au ciel, laissa tomber ses
ailes d'or en poudre aux pieds de la beaute" qu 1 11 avait creee."
Although "Andre' del Sarto" is weak in structure, the
character of Andre' gives an impression of vivid life. The
promise in the play is fulfilled in the long drama "Lorenzaccio"
which is a great advance on this work.
Lorenzaccio (1834)
Alfred de Musset 's most ambitious work is his historical
drama "Lorenzaccio," which contains five long acts and thirty-
eight scenes. The complexity of action and diversity of setting
make it the most unplayable of all his dramatic works. In 1896
Sarah Bernhardt produced it at her theatre of the Renaissance,
appearing herself in the title role. The play was rearranged in
order that the scenes might follow one another more logically
than in the original version, and a single setting was given to
each act. The production had a "succes d'estime."
Vftiile Musset was in Florence with George Sand, his brother
Paul tells us, he had found in the Chronicles of Varchi the sub-
ject of a long dramatic work which he meant to write, and had
greatly enjoyed visiting the palaces and scenes that he intended
to use as the setting. Nevertheless, before George Sand met
Musset, she had begun to prepare a manuscript on the subject of
"Lorenzaccio." Several parallels of detail indicate that Musset
had knowledge of her sketch.
Cne influence most clearly traced in the play, however, is
Ic
13.
that of Shake spear e . During the winter of 1827 and 1828 a
distinguished group of English actors had taken Paris by storm.
Especially well received were their presentations of "Hamlet"
and "Othello."' The writers of the day talked a lot about the
great English poet, but it was Alfred de Musset who really tried
to imitate him, and who succeeded in giving to the fantasy of
his plays that ethereal quality which is Shakespeare's charm.
Musset created in "Lorenzaccio" a character of depth and
interest in a frame of diverging themes and multiple digressions,
each engrossing in its own right, but not tending toward the
unity of the central theme. Lorenzo is a sort of Hamlet. A
self-appointed avenger, he must become another 3rutus. His
despotic cousin, the duke, is to die by his hand. In order to
ensnare his victim, he becomes his confidant and companion in
vice. 'iThile Hamlet philosophizes and tries to steel himself for
action, Lorenzo is concerned onlv with his murderous plan. He
muses regretfully on his past filled with books and happy soli-
tude: "Quand je pense que j'ai aime' les fleurs, les prairies et
les sonnets de Petrarque, le spectre de ma jeunesse se leve
devant moi en frisscnnant
.
1,1 He deplores the depths of vice to
which he has fallen, but he has a fatal conviction that he can
no longer be redeemed, not even by the murder for which he has
debased himself. 7:ealizing now that Florence cannot be saved
from despotism merely by the removal of one tyrant, knowing well
that greed and cowardly indifference will speedily elevate
1 Act IV, Scene III.
(c
another despot, he still persists as a matter of pride and self-
justification in his plan to murder the duke. He says to
Philippe Strozzi in Act III, Scene III: "II est trop tard--je me
suis fait a mon metier. Le vice a ete pour moi un vS-tement,
maintenant il est colle" a ma peau. Je suis vraiment un ruffian,
et quand Je plaisante sur mes pareils, je me sens serieux comme
la Mort au milieu de ma gaiete"". . . . . Tu me demandes pourquoi je
tue Alexandre? Veux-tu done que je m 1 empoisonne , ou que je
saute dans l'Arno? veux-tu done que je sois un spectre, et qu'en
frappant sur ce squelette il n 1 en sorte aucun son? Si je suis
1 1 ombre de moi-me*me, veux-tu done que je rompe le seul fil qui
rattache aujourd'hui mon coeur a quelques fibres de mon coeur
d 1 autrefois! Songes-tu que ce meurtre, e'est tout ce qui me
reste de ma vertu? Si tu honores en moi quelcue chose, toi
qui me paries, e'est mon meurtre que tu honores."
Both Lorenzo and Hamlet are driven by the same compulsion,
that of vengeance. Both are tormented in mind; both are given
to soliloquizing. While Hamlet pretends madness and confounds
those about him, to the spectator his design is clear. Hamlet,
the studious young prince of noble intentions, remains so to the
end, while Lorenzo evolves from a pure-minded young zealot,
burning with desire to avenge the wrongs of his beloved city,
into an unregenerate debauchee.
Several of the lesser characters of the play are skillfully
drawn. The portrayal of the duke shows Musset's ability to
make a character live by means of a few but telling strokes.

Marie and Catherine Soderini also stand out in high relief
azainst a backdrop of vice and intrigue. Scene VI in Act I, in
which Marie sadly recalls the happy, studious past of her son,
is moving and effective by showing us Lorenzo through the eyes
of these two women who love him and grieve over his present
debauchery.
Shakespeare's influence may also be traced in some of the
passages of the soliloquies, as in Act IV, Scene III, when
Lorenzo, wonder ing why he is compelled to kill the duke, says:
"Le spectre de mon pere me conduisait-il , comme Oreste, vers un
nouvel Egisthe?" Again in Act IV, Scene V he exclaims: "0
Alexandre! le voudrais que tu fisses ta priere avant de venir
ce soir dans cette chambre."
In the closing scene of Act IV there is a passage of
stri v inr contrast in which violence is followed by serene calm.
Lorenzo, having just stabbed the duke, is pausing to rest by the
window. The libertine for the moment becomes the poet: "Q,ue la
nuit est belle! ^ue l'air du ciel est pur! Respire, respire,
coeur navre de loie! Que le vent du soir est doux et embaume!
comme les fleurs des prairies s 1 entr 1 ouvrent ! nature magni-
fique, o eternel repos! Oh! Dieu de bonte ! quel moment!"
Thus can Musset create a dreamy, poetic atmosphere, even
against a background as sombre as XVI century Florence. Despite
the fantasy of his setting and the variety of themes, he suc-
ceeds, like , Shakespeare , in making his characters lifelike and
vivid. T.fhile the unity of the drama is marred by the complexity

16.
1
of the action, the central character is portrayed with such keen
psychological insight, and such an unerring sense of the drama-
tic that Lorenzo stands out as one of the most arresting and
profound figures in all Musset 1 s theatre.
Comedies et Proverbes
Les Caorices de Marianne (1833)
If "Les Caprices de Marianne" had not appeared two months
before the first meeting of Alfred de Musset with G-eorge Sand,
one might easily believe that it contained allusions to his love
affair with that lady. But in all his work the poet embodies
his own thoughts and experiences.
Paul de Musset writes in his Biography that this play was
inserted in the "Revue des Deux-Mondes" in May, 1833, not with-
out some trepidation on the part of the editor, but that its
success was immediate. Thereafter, all that the young poet
offered was accepted without hesitation. The brother also adds
that all who knew Alfred de Musset knew how closely he resembled
at one and the same time both Octave and Celio, although the two
characters seem antipodal. "Q,uant a Marianne, lorsque je lui
demandai ou il l'avait vue, il me repondit: Nulle part et par-
tout; ce n'est pas une femme, c'est la femme."^
The sole theme of the play is a love story which ends in a
1 P. de Musset, Biographie, p. 117.
c
17.
poignant tragedy. There are no indications of the time of the
action, nor any details of setting;. "Une place devant la
maison de Claudio" and the mention of Naples and Vesuvius 'give
the only precise details. Since the plot is simple and there
are no digressions and involved secondary episodes, the action
progresses with directness and dramatic effect to the final
tragedy
.
Celio is in love with Marianne, the wife of a pompous old
judge. In despair because his notes to her have been returned
in shreds and his serenades have been disdained, he confides in
his friend Octave who agrees to intercede for him. Octave suc-
ceeds so well that Marianne promises to leave her jalousie ajar
and to listen to any serenade that may be given her. She makes
it quite clear, though, that she prefers Octave as the serenader
Octave intends that Celio alone shall profit by Marianne's
caprice. He goes to find him and sends him to her window. No
sooner is Celio there than he hears the voice of Marianne who
believes that Octave is below: "Fuyez, fuyez, Octave! La
maison est entoure"e d ' assassins ; mon mari a ecoute notre conver-
sation, et votre morte est certaine, si vous restez un moment
encore.
"
"Octave, trai'tre Octave!" moans Celio, believing himself
deceived by his friend, "puisse mon sang retomber sur toi
!
1,1
Then he rushes into the garden, there are stifled cries,
1 Act II, Scenes XV and XVI. All quotations from plays are
taken from Comedies et Froverbes , Flamnarion, 1928
.

the clashing of swords, and silence. Cctave comes running up
too late to save his friend.
In the second scene of Act II Ge'lio gives expression to
Musset's eternal theme, that of love: "L 1 Amour et la Mort,
Cctave, se tiennent la main: celui-la est la source du plus
grand bonheur que l'homme puisse rencontrer ici-bas; celle-ci
met un terme a toutes les douleurs, a. tous les maux."
As always the poet has given us in his play an echo of his
own complex and dual nature, in the tender, melancholy Celio and
in the careless, pleasure-loving Cctave. The true theme is the
torture of doubt in the heart of Gelio who is obsessed by the
fear of being deceived. In Act I, Scene IV he says to his frienl
"Fais ce que tu voudras, mais ne me trompes pas, je t'en conjure,
II est aise de me tromper; je ne sais pas me defier d'une action
que je ne voudrais pas faire moi-meme."
The last scene of the play in which Octave grieves as Celio
lies dead has a haunting, elegiac beauty: "Regardez la-bas!
Moi seul au monde, je 1 1 ai connu. Posez sur sa tombe une urne
d'albttre couverte d 'un long voile de deuil, ce sera sa parfaite
image. C'est ainsi qu'une douce melancolie voilait les per-
fections de cette ame tendre et delicate Slle eut ete
heureuse la femme qui l'eut aime."
The poetry of Musset's prose is nowhere more exquisite than
in this little two-act play. The poet knows so well how to
insert, here and there, a line that gives piquancy to the whole
page "II y a autour de ma maison une odeur d'amants II
((
y pleut des guitares et des messages secrets .All this
fantasy, so free and yet so restrained, makes of Musset's drama
a work unique in French literature.
Fantaslo (1834)
Before leaving for Italy with G-eorge Sand, Alfred de Musset
had sent to M. Buloz the manuscript of "Fantaslo" which was pub-
lished in the "Revue des Deux-Mondes 11 during his absence. The
play has never been a success on the stage, but it is a joy to
read. Arvede 3arine says of it: "Des arbres de carton et un
soleil electrique sont encore beaucoup trop reels pour
"Fantaslo.
"
2
Musset may have taken the idea of the play from "As You
Like It," in which Jaques who has been a libertine says to the
duke: "C, that I were a fool! I am ambitious for a motley coat.
However that may be, Musset always professed great admiration
for Shakespeare. His works contain numerous allusions to his
plays which he read and reread. He followed him in the choice
of his plots, in the tracing of his characters; he drew inspira-
tion from him for his serious r6les, as for his comic r<5les, but
he never imitated the fairyland scenes of Shakespeare's plays.
"Fantasio" is a comedy throughout with no lovemaking at all
but it gives us the poet's views on love. Tie are at the court
of Munich, a purely imaginary Munich. The king of Bavaria is
Act I, Scene II.
2 A.Barine, Alfred de Musset, p. 138.
I.
planning to unite his daughter Elsbeth to the prince of Mantua.
The marriage has been arranged for reasons of state, to prevent
war between the two kingdoms, and the princess weeps when no one
is looking. This is a crime against love. The idea that love
must be immolated to duty appears a sacrilege to Fantasio who
disguises himself under the wig and the hump of the court jester
dead just the night before, and goes to the aid of the princess.
The denouement is a happy one. Love is victorious. Two nations
are going to murder each other, but what does that matter in a
fairy tale!
Like Shakespeare's jesters, Fantasio knows how to play
tricks. He has malice, wit, aolomb. Perched above a gate as
the prince's aide-de-camp rides into the courtyard, he snatches
by means of hook and line the latter 's wig which he dangles
aloft. To be sure, it is only the prince's servant who has been
outraged, but he happens to be posing as the prince. The
marriage is broken; war is declared.
In the madcap, youthful gaiety of Fantasio the poet has
painted a facet of his own personality. In all the youths in
whose experiences he has described and exaggerated his own,
Fantasio comes closest to his creator. He lives for pleasure, he
frequently goes on a spree, but he is not a drunkard or a liber-
tine. In the last scene of Act II he speaks the poet's creed
that love is the only thing on earth about which it is not per-
mitted to doubt.
Fantasio also sheres Musset's aversion to being pinned down

to routine work. When Elsbeth offers to pay his debts and begs
him to stay on as her father's jester, Fantasio refuses: "J'aime
ce metier plus que tout autre; mais je ne puis faire aucun
metier. Si vous trouvez que cela vaille vingt mille ecus de
vous avoir de^barrassee du prince de Mantoue, donnez-les-moi , et
ne payez pas mes dettes. Un gentilhomme sans dettes ne saurait
ou se presenter. II ne m'est jamais venu a 1 'esprit de me
trouver sans dettes.""^
Passage after passage of the play might be quoted to show
how easily and naturally Musset's style assumes a poetic tone.
In Act I, Seen II Fantasio says: "Dans l'interieur de toutes ces
machines isolees, quels replis, quels compartiments secrets!
C'est tout un monde que chacun porte en lui ! un monde ignore qui
nait et qui meurt en silence! ^uelles solitudes que tous ces
corps humains ! " In Act II, Scene V occur these lines: "La
dimension d'un palais ou d'une chambre ne fait pas 1 'homme plus
ou moins libre. Le corps se remue ou il peut; 1 1 imagination
ouvre quelquefois des ailes grandes comme le ciel dans un cachot
grand comme la main." Again in the same scene: "Tenez, voila
votre couvernante qui arrive avec des mysteres plein ses poches.'
Mingling with these delicate fantasies are the airy witti-
cisms of the dialogue, as in Scene II of Act I, perhaps one of
the most original things in Musset's theatre. Underlying the
banter there is often revealed a depth of feeling that is the
author's own. Indeed, the character of Fantasio throughout shows
1 Act II, Scene VII.
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how personal is Musset's art. He himself lives in his drama in
the strange complexity of his nature, with all his fantasy and
sensibility through which sparkles the gaiety of his wit.
On ne bad ine pas avec 1 ' amour (1834)
Musset's dramatic masterpiece is "On ne badine pas avec
l'amour," a unique play in which he makes a subtle study of love
and gives a fervent profession of faith, Written in the early
summer of 1834, it is deeply colored by the poet's recent
experience in Italy. George Sand was still living in Venice
with her friend Pagello, and though she and Kusset were ex-
changing frequent letters filled v/ith expressions of undying
affection, Musset was disillusioned and cynical.
First presented on the stage in 1861, this play has proved
one of the most popular of the "Comedies et Froverbes." In 1887
the anniversary of Musset's birth was celebrated at the Comedie-
Francaise by playing one act of the play with "Un Caprice" and
"II faut qu'une porte soit ouverte ou fermee."
In a vague, fanciful setting we find Perdican arriving home
with honors newly won at his university. Camille returns from
her convent, but from what convent we are not told. The baron
is governor of some province which the author does not take the
trouble to mention. The peasants talk like poets, and tipsy
priests and tutors declaim brilliant couplets. The young lord
decides on the spur of the moment to marry a shepherdess, and
the shepherdess, though blooming in health and youth, dies
i
suddenly of a broken heart.
Perdican's behavior, though he is no Lovelace, strikes a
note of profligacy. As his eye wanders to a window where a
pretty young peasant girl sits singing, he calls to her to come
down .... "Donne -moi vite cette main-la, et ces joues-la que je
t 1 embrasse . 1,1 He compliments her with sentimental trifles and
tells her how much he respects her "sourire celeste." But later
he does not hesitate, in order to pique Caraille, to engage her
in a betrothal which ends in her death, and in the extinction ofj
all his hope for happiness with his cousin.
This same Perdican in Act I, Scene IV extols with all the
fervor of a Romantic poet the beauties of his dear valley.
Perdican
Voila done ma chere vallee! mes noyers, mes sentiers verts,
ma petite fontaine! voila mes jours passes encore tout pleins
de vie, voila le monde mysterieux des reves de mon enfancel
C patriel patrie, mot incomprehensible! l'homme n'est-il done
ne que pour un coin S.e terre, pour y beitir son nid et pour y
vivre un lour?
Le choeur
On nous a dit que vous £tes un savant, monseigneur
.
Perdican
Oul
, on me l'a dit aussi . Les sciences sont une belle
chose, mes enfants; ces arbres et ces prairies enseignent a
haute voix la plus belle de toutes, l'oubli de ce qu'on sait.
1 Act I, Scene IV.
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All these characters might be mistaken at first for phan-
toms in a dream world; charming and gracious, to be sure, but
not persons thinking, feeling, and suffering as do ordinary
human beings. But when they begin to speak, v/e find that they
are persons like ourselves. Perdican commits a wrong without
being really bad. He loves, he suffers, he doubts the goodness
of life, and still persists in loving. Camille is profoundly
true to life. She has learned too young, or believes that she
has learned, the vanity of this worlc? . She is skeptical, didac-
tic, and fiercely opnosed to the marriage that the baron has
fondly arranged for her with his son. All this is youthful
ardor which will fade with the first impact of life lived out-
side her cloister walls. The moment she sees herself disdained
by her cousin, fierce Jealousy assails her and coquetry, ego-
tism, and anger come into full play.
These characters of Musset are quite skeptical about
religion. Their picture of monastic life is not very flattering
In Scene V of Act II Perdican retorts when Camille asks who is
the man who believes in nothing: "En voila un; je ne crois pas
a la vie immortelle." This skepticism penetrates the comic
roles as well as the serious ones. Bridaine and Blazius are
downright caricatures. Their grimaces and their speech would
become buffoons better than priests. The chorus, which is a
unique feature of the play, does not spare them "Salut,
mattre Blazius, vous arrivez au temps de la vendange, pareil a
une amphore antique." 1 "Tous deux sont armes d 'une egale
1 Act I, Scene I.
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impudence; tous deux ont pour ventre un tonneau; non seulement
ils sont gloutons, mais ils sont gourmets
.
As in all his plays, Musset speaks through his characters.
The figure of Pagello had come between him and his love as
Rosette comes between Perdican and Camille. In the last scene
of Act II it is the poet himself who speaks these often quoted
lines: MCn est souvent trompe' en amour, souvent blesse^et sou-
vent malheureux; mais on aime, et quand on est sur le bord de
sa tombe, on se retourne pour regarder en arriere, et on se dit:
'J'ai souffert souvent, je me suis trompe quelquefois, mais j'ai
aime'. C'est moi qui ai vecu, et non pas un etre factice cree"'
par mon orgueil et par mon ennui.'"
There is in "On ne badine pas avec l 1 amour" the dreamlike
quality of a Shakespearean setting, combined with the polished,
trenchant dialogue of Marivaux. The author has attached no
importance to local color; the setting has appeared of less
interest than the play of sentiments. The graceful poetry of
the prose, free from the Romantic exaggerations of his day,
expresses the truth that is in the thoughts and hearts of the
characters, while the fantasy is in the setting. "Verite
interieure et caprice exterieure, cela veut dire poesie, et
cela est tout le theatre de 1-lusset." 2
Sarberine (1835)
"La ^uenouille de Barberine" which appeared in the "Revue
Act I, Scene III.
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des Deux-Mondes" in 1835 marks a new contact of Alfred de
Musset 's genius with Italian literature. For the source of this
play he chose a story by Bandello. After the successes on the
stage of his other comedies he revised the play and offered it
to the Corned ie-Francaise in 1651, but the first performance did
not take nlace until 1882. It is the revised edition that has
been printed in "the Comedies et Proverbes" since 1853.
"Barberine" was not a success on the stage.
V.
re are here far from the sombre, bloody Italy of "Loren-
zaccio," in the pleasant atmosphere of calm and peace. The tale
is simple, chaste, and moral. The dramatic form in which it is
clothed scarcely differs from the original. Musset borrows
freely the amusing whims and frivolity of Bandello' s tale. In
the latter the action centers around the chevalier Ulric and his
wife Barbara who have married for love, are still in love, but
need more income. Ulric leaves his native Bohemia to serve the
king of Hungary, carrying with him the promise of his wife's
fidelity. In Musset 's play we are concerned with the count
Ulric, a Bohemian nobleman, and his lovely v/ife Barberine. They,
too, are still in love, but need more income. Ulric goes to
serve the king of Hungary after Barberine has sworn she will
remain faithful to him. The fun begins when young Baron Rosera-
berg makes a wager that he can seduce Barberine, goes to her
bearing a letter from Ulric, and straightway finds himself
locked in a tower and forced to spin for his dinner.
"Barberine" has not substance enough for a three-act play.
<<
There are passages in which Musset seems to be deliberately
padding the lines. Rosemberg 1 s three long soliloquies in
Act III are unimportant except that they confirm Barberine's
opinion of him as not bad, though a bit of a braggart.
Musset 1 s characters, however, talk while Bandello 1 s
discourse. His dialogue has the Mussetian touch, though it
lacks the lyric lines that we are accustomed to find in his
plays. He deftly describes Rosemberg, who flits among the
lords, as "une vraie ruepe dans son corset rave'. "^ In Act II,
Scene III, the queen, in amusement, replies to the conceited
young baron: "En verite, je croyais que 1 'Experience n'avait pas
la barbe aussi blonde."
Although Musset' s imitation in "Barberine" is so direct, it
is curious to note his originality in making of this old Italian
tale a comedy freshly personal and French. His taste has toned
down the vulgarities of Bandello, giving to his own play instead
a goodly dash of "esprit gaulois."
Le Chandelier (1835)
"Le Chandelier" might rightly come first in a discussion of
Alfred de Musset 's comedies, although it was not written until
1835 . As all the life of the author may be read in his works,
so here we find him in Fortunio, the innocent little clerk who
is so easily duped. Fortunio 's adventure, except for the ending
had happened to young Alfred during the summer of 1828 which he
Act II, Scene I
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had passed in Auteuil. The lady lived in the environs of Paris.
Musset was seventeen and very romantic. For the joy of doing
little favors for her, of bringing a cushion for her feet, or
of simply gazing at her, the young poet trudged day after day
over sun-baked Saint-Denis plain. 'Then at last he knew that the
lady was heartlessly using him for a screen to shield a more
serious love affair, the poor lad left, carrying in his heart
the venom of distrust of which he was never cured. The
Jacqueline of the real adventure did not relent at his reproache
and laughed at his dismay.
"Tel, comme dit Merlin, cuide engeigner autrui
Qui souvent s'engeigne lui-meme."
These lines of La Fontaine express the underlying thought
of "Le Chandelier" which begins with a noisy outburst from
Mai tre Andre who is trying to awaken his wife: "He, he!
Jacqueline, etes-vous morte? Si vous ne vous eveillez tout a
l'heure, ie vous coiffe du pot a l'eau." Andre has been
informed by a clerk that a man has been seen slipping through
his wife's window. There follows a comic scene in which the
accuser is himself accused and completely routed. No sooner has
the door closed on the discomfited husband than Jacqueline opens
a wardrobe and discloses the captain Clavaroche, cramped during
an hour in the narrow closet "comme une curioslte d'histoire
naturelle dans un bocal d 1 esprit-de-vin". 1 Clavaroche is odious
but witty, and he knows how to turn a pretty compliment. "Vous
etes jolie comme un ange avec vos grands airs effares ,
"
2 says he
J Act I , Scene II
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to Jacqueline, and proceeds to propose a plan for their future
safety which is sheer "rouerie."
Coached by her lover, Jacqueline enlists the aid of '
Fortunio, "un petit blond," 1 third clerk of Mattre Andre, who
has long adored her from a respectful distance. He "avec son
petit air innocent" 2 becomes Jacqueline's willing slave and is
made much of in the family circle.
The play has an air of a tale of Boccaccio with its touches
of ribald humor and fantastic turns, and a savor of "esprit
gaulois" so typical of Musset. Act II is dramatically important
especially in the latter part where Fortunio, hidden behind a
curtain, learns that Clavaroche is Jacqueline's lover. The
charming song that the boy sings in Scene IV of this act, and by
which the fickle heart of Jacqueline is touched, is often quoted
Si vous croyez que je vais dire
Qui j'ose aimer,
Je ne saurais, pour un empire,
Vous la nommer
.
In none of his plays has Musset given us a better portrayal
of youthful ardor and innocence. The following lines of
Fortunio, as he throws himself at Jacqueline's feet, show how
delicately and passionately the poet can express the thoughts of
youth: Ah. Jacqueline, ayez pitie de moi; ce n'est pas d'hier
que je souffre. Depuis deux ans, je suis la trace de vos pas...
Je ne pouvals approcher de vous, mais votre beaute, grace a Dieu
1 Act I, Scene IV.
2 Act I, Scene IV.
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1 appartenait comme le soleil a. tous; ie la cherchais, je la
respirais, je vivais de 1' ombre de votre vie. Vous passiez le
matin sur le seuil de la porte la nuit j'y revenais pleurer
.
Tout ce que vous aimiez, je l'aimais. Hela.s ! je vois que vous
souriez. Tieu sait que ma douleur est vraie, et que je vous
aime a eh mourir."-'-
These lines and Fortunio's four long speeches in the famous
fourth scene of Act III, in which Jacqueline asks him to let her
keep his song, express the passionate love of a youthful idealis
with a lyric beauty that is Musset at his best.
II ne faut lurer de rlen (I836)
The only one of Musset 's three-act comedies that belongs to
his own day is "II ne faut jurer de rien." It has also proved
to be the most popular on the stage except for "On ne badine pas
avec 1* amour," and the one-act plays "Un Caprice" and "II faut
qu'une porte soit ouverte ou fermee." Published in the "Revue
des Deux-Mondes" in I836, the play was first produced during the
revolution of 1848. Musset was called for national guard duty
in June of that year. After the first performance of the play,
given on June 22, actors, direptor and author, all had a gun in
their hands.
There is a different setting for each of the three acts,
the first in Valentin's room, the second in a chateau, and the
last in a forest nearby. Although the scene could have been
1 Act II, Scene VI.
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laid in any chateau of Musset's own day, the fantastic element
in the comedy is no less considerable than in his other works
.
Valentin is being urged by his uncle to marry. The young girl,
fair and of sizeable fortune, has already been chosen. Valentin
who imagines himself another Lovelace, conceives the fantastic
plan of seducing within the week this well brought -up girl,
thereby proving to his uncle that she is unworthy of becoming
his wife.
He bribes his coachman to upset his carriage at the gates
of the chateau where Cecile, the heroine, lives, and passes him-
self off as a strange young man in distress, asking hospitality
of the baroness, her mother. This imposture is made possible,
if not wholly plausible, by the fact that the baroness has never
seen Valentin, although she is an old friend of his uncle. The
young schemer intends to remain at the chateau for a few days
so that he can carry out his plan. He becomes ensnared, however
in his own net. To his surprise, he falls in love in earnest.
Instead of secucing Cecile, he finds himself on his knees,
begging her to become his wife.
The long scene between Valentin and his uncle with v/hich
the play opens contains some of Musset's most brilliant dialogue
It is a clear exposition of the action, and acquaints us with
the characters of the uncle and nephew. Valentin's witty
replies to all his uncle's accusations, and his careless, gay
impudence win our sympathy at once. Though we can understand
the elder Van Buck's exasperation, we can also understand why in
((
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the end he weakens and agrees to his nephew's madcap scheme.
Francisque Sarcey says of this scene: "L 1 important , au
theatre, est d'avoirle mouvement. Que veux-je dire par la?
Lisez le premier acte d 1 "11 ne faut jurer de rien." Vous vous
en rendrez compte. Voila un acte qui, au sens ordinaire du mot,
n'est pas trop bien fait. Car il ne se compose que d'une scene,
et cette scene n'est qu'une longue conversation entre deux
honmes
.
Oui , mais elle a le mouvement dramatique. Je defie qui que
ce soit de la lire, sans voir en meme temps les acteurs passer
a droite ou a ~auche, se lever, marcher, se rasseoir, sans se
figurer en meme temps tous les mouvements de scene que le dia-
logue indique.
Vous vous imaginez que cela n'est rien. Eh! bien, c'est
tout le theatre. Qui n'a pas cette qualite primordiale, peut
etre un ecrivain admirable: a coup sur , il n'est pas n4 auteur
dramatique
.
nl
In Scene VII of Act II Musset skillfully portrays the annoy-
ance of Valentin whose pride is suffering because he has been
unable to make a speedy conquest of Cecile. She has just promise
to have a bouillon sent up to his room, and Valentin proves him-
self very youthful and romantic in his irritation: "Bouillon!
bouillon! Comment une jeune fille peut-elle prononcer ce mot-la'
Elle me depla£t; elle est laide et sotte. Adieu, mon oncle, je
retourne a Paris." This youthful pique is in direct contrast to
1 F. Sarcey, Quarante ans de theatre, Vol. IV, do. 267-268.
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>Valentin's gay insouciance of Act I.
The action rises to high comedy in Scene XIII of this act
when the baroness insists on reading Valentin's note to Cecile,
raking a running commentary of humorous asides until she reads
some words about herself-- "une t€te de girouette." Then all her
gay humor deserts her, she pounces upon the poor uncle Van Buck,
and orders him out of her house.
.
The portrayal of Valentin shows the poet's talent for
psychological insight and his understanding of the human heart.
Valentin is a libertine only in imagination. Once he really
begins to know Cecile, he becomes the impassioned lover, very
young and naive. The skeptic suddenly becomes pensive and
almost melancholy in his reoentance "11 n'y a de vrai au
monde que de deraisonner d 'amour." 1
The final scene shows how easily Musset's style becomes
poetic and dreamy. The lyric beauty of expression, the youthful
ardor of the lovers, meeting at nightfall in the forest, combine
in creating an atmosphere of rare charm
.
Carmosine (1850)
Kusset wrote "Carmosine" for "Le Constitutional" or, more
exactly, he dictated it to Mile Colin, since he had an injured
hand at the time. M.Veron, the publisher of the journal, had
promised, according to Paul de Musset, to pay the poet a
thousand francs an act, leaving him the entire liberty of writing
Act III, Scene V.

three or five acts, as he saw fit. Musset's integrity prevented
him from adding an act to a play which, to his mind, should con-
tain but three. He felt that at the price stipulated he would
be v/ell paid for his work. M.Veron, hov/ever, was so charmed by
the reading of the play that he wished to pay as though there
were five acts. The poet refused. Veron insisted. Musset
finally had to accept four thousand francs.
Mile Adele Oolin v/ho kept house for Alfred de Musset for
ten years wrote in her memoirs that with this money he purchased
a clock which cost five hundred francs, a suite of mahogany
furniture, and some chintz hangings for his bedchamber.
"Carmosine" has never been a success on the stage, although
Musset himself regarded it as one of his two best plays, the
other being "Lorenzaccio . " It is the last of the group of four
plays inspired by the poet's love and understanding of Italian
art, history, and literature.
The subiect of this v/ork is borrowed from Boccaccio. It is
not one of those spicy adventures that the Italian author knew
so v/ell how to tell. Here we find a Boccaccio more romantic and
more delicate, expert in the nuances of sentimental expression.
Musset complicates the original plot, enlivens it, and of a
short study of hopeless love makes a three-act comedy in which
mingle buffoonery, delicacy, and a melancholy charm. It is the
story of an apothecary's daughter who goes to the tourney, falls
in love with the king, and comes near dying of her hopeless
passion.
r
The character that stands out is that of the troubadour
Minuccio, improviser of love ditties and honest mediator of
tangled love affairs. Minuccio has a Shakespearean brand of wit,
tempered with a deep feeling of pity for the poor young heroine
who is fading away "comme la neige au soleil."^" "With his gay
wit and happy faculty for successful intervention in other
people's love affairs, he enlivens the entire play. The chief
characters are all drawn with such skill that we are convinced
of their goodness and intelligence.
Some critics consider the scene between the queen and
Carmosine in Act III as one of the most beautiful that Musset
ever wrote . It shows a skillful development of dialogue to
indicate the influence of one character upon another. But there
are other scenes which could well be cut down and passages which
serve only as padding.
Since "Carmosine" was written for the stage, the setting
is more restrained and the plot more studied. In the early play*
which were to be read by the fireside in a comfortable armchair
the poet had no need to check his fancy. He could accept the
de'cor the most varied and the most poetic. "Carmosine" does not
give the same impression of spontaneity and of fantasy as the
earlier comedies. It is more playable since Musset intended it
for the theatre; but when he at last submitted to the limitations
which he rejected in his youth, he lost a part of his magic
touch.
1 Act II, Scene VII.
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One-act plays
Un Caprice (1837)
There is an interesting story behind "Un Caprice," a per-
fect little one-act play packed with scintillating wit. After
the misadventure of "La Nuit venitienne," so humiliating to
Kusset's sensitive nature, he wrote with no thought of the
exigences of the theatre. To this break with the traditions of
the well-made play we owe the series of sparkling, witty plays
which have been increasingly applauded with the passing years
but which shocked and disconcerted the logical, methodical minds
of ?:usset's contemporaries. One of these little masterpieces
found its way to Russia, to the court at St. Petersburg, where
the French actress Madame Allan-Despre'aux was held in high favor
One day a friend advised her to go to a small theatre in the
city to see a play in which there was a rSle admirably suited to
her talent. Madame Allan-Despreaux followed the advice, saw the
play, and was so delighted with it that she asked for a trans-
lation into French, so that she might play it before the court.
To her surprise she learned that the act was a translation and
the work of a compatriot. Presented at the court it was an
immediate success.
In Paris nothing was known of all this. In 1847 when
Monsieur Buloz, the administrator of the Corned i e -Francai se , was
arranging for the return of Madame Allan-Despreaux to the Theatre
Francais, the actress wished to appear in the rSles of Celimene
(
and Madame de Lery. Everyone was astonished at the choice of
the unknown little act. The play was presented, however, the
27th of November, 1847, just seventeen years after the wretched
failure of "La Nuit venitienne." Its success was instantaneous
and complete. The spotlight was turned full upon Alfred de
Musset because of a playlet that Paris had neglected for ten
years
.
During one of the rehearsals of "Un Caprice" Musset, in the
wings, heard a scandalized voice exclaim from the dark depths of
the pit: "Rebonsoir, chare i En quelle langue est cela?" In the
words of Paul de Musset: "Ce qui prouve qu'en 1847 on en etait
encore, a la Corned ie-Francai se , a se demander si l'auteur du
"Caprice" ecrivait dans un style qu'on pQt parler sans se com-
promettre dans la maison de M. Scribe, cet ecrivain si brillant
et si correct!" 1
The creator of the role of Madame de Lery was an attractive
young actress, very gay, frenk, and distinguished. After her
triumph in "Un Caprice," one after another of Musset 's plays
found its way to the stage, and the French public realized in
surprise that they had overlooked a dramatic author in the
person of the poet. The playwright and the actress soon became
friends, remaining so for a period of about four years, until
she left for a sojourn in Algeria. Relations betv/een them were
at times strained and stormy. In 1850 during the rehearsals for
"Le Chandelier" in which she was to play the role of Jacqueline,
1
P. de Musset, Biographle
, pp. 307-308.
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the two quarrelled, and she did not see Musset for a month. She
scored another success in the play, although he had objected to
her in the r'ole of Jacqueline for which he found her too plump.
A mysterious purse which Musset received one day had
suggested to him the theme of uUn Caprice." He suspected all
the ladies of his acquaintance without learning the name of the
donor. For the character of the gay, witty Madame de Lery, his
"godmother," Madame Jaubert, immediately came to his mind,
although she did not at all figure in the plot of the filet
purse
.
It would be difficult to find within the limits of a one-
act play a character more brilliant in worldly wit than Madame
de Lery, or more innately kind. "Tenez, je vous aime," she says
to Mathilde in Scene VI. "Vous me croyez peut-etre legere;
personne n'est si serieuse que moi pour les choses serieuses.
Je ne comprends pas qu ' on joue avec le coeur, et c'est pour cela
que j'ai l'air d'en manquer."
When Mathilde asks her if she wishes some tea, she airily
replies: "Rien que de l'eau chaude, avec un soupcon de the et
un nuage de lait." 1 This airy banter annoyed Jules Lemaftre,
usually so prompt to concede to Musset all honor due him. At
the time of the presentation of "Un Caprice" at the Comedie-
Pran^aise in 1887, in memory of the poet's birth, Lemaitre found
the play too long, tiresome, and old-fashioned. He was bored by
the detail s of toilet, the purse, and the cup of tea—especially
L Scene VI.
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by the cup of tea. To his mind the heroine was much too sure of
herself. Perhaps his grievance was prompted, however, by the
many sprightly countesses and all the ineffable marquises of
the comedies that had been modelled on Kusset's creation, and it
was through their "caquetage" that he had heard Madame de Lery."1"
In Scene VIII of "Un Caprice" the author has a little fun
at the expense of George Sand. Madame de Lery asks Ghavigny if
he has read in the "Revue des Deux-Mondes" "un article tres
joli de madame Sand sur les orangs-outangs .
"
Chavlgny : Sur les?
Madame de Lery : Sur les orangs-outangs . Ah! je me trompe; ce
n'est pas d'elle, c'est celui d'a cote; c'est tres amusant
Aimez-vous les romans de madame Sand?
Chavipcny : Hon, pas du tout.
Musset has a G-allic gaiety and a picturesque way of saying
things which give rare charm to his dialogue, through which he
creates intense dramatic interest, with an almost complete
absence of action. "Un Caprice" reminds one of Porto-Riche 1 s
play, "La Chance de Franchise." Both are of the intimate type;
in both there is a little Marivaux and much poetry. Musset and,
later, Porto-Riche had broken away from the Scribe-type of
mechanically perfect drama which had such a vogue in the XIX
century. The critic Brunetiere, so dogmatic in the application
of his famous law of the conflict of wills, had serious doubts
about Musset 1 s claim to honor as a playwright.
1
J. Lemaitre, Impressions de the litre
,
Vol.11, pp. 46-48.
(
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Musset's genius has given us nothing more perfect than "Un
Caprice." The doors of the Comedie-Francaise were opened to
Musset at last, by means of this playlet which they said
jokingly Madame Allan had brought from Russia in her muff.
II faut qu'une porte soit ouverte ou fermee (1845)
Jules Lemaitre in his introduction to the "Theatre de
Alfred de Musset" writes that the characters in these little
plays are more handsome and more elegant than we ourselves.
They are costumed in silks and brocades with flowers or pearls,
perhaps, woven in the tresses of their hair. They express them-
selves like lyric poets and with a great deal of wit. They are
the lords and ladies of some ideal Venice or of some improbable
Trianon. They are charming to read about. Yet almost from the
first pages we begin to feel that they are indeed real men and
women. These light phantoms of "un pays bleu" suddenly come to
life and we begin to like them and to take an intense interest
in what they have to say. 1 So it is in "II faut qu'une porte
soit ouverte ou fermee," the little one-act comedy which is a
prolonged exchange of witty badinage between the marquise and
the count who takes such an unconscionable time in getting to
the point of his proposal.
There is no mention of Marivaux in Musset's plays or poems
or contes, nor in his correspondence. He did write in a letter
to Madame Jaubert, the famous 'marraine, ' apropos of the princes!.
1
J. Lemaitre, Introduction du Theatre de Alfred de Musset, p. VI
.

Belgiojoso: "Que le diable emporte les jeux de 1' amour, ils
sont encore pires que ceux du hasard."^ But the influence of
Karivaux is unmistakable in this play which recalls very clearly
a scene of "Le Legs." As there are only two characters and as
neither leaves the stage, the unities of time and place are com-
pletely observed, while the action occupies the exact time that
it takes to act the play. There is hardly any plot at all.
Musset's usual method of revealing character is by means of dia-
logue. His style is admirably well suited to this method. Here
in this single scene is a notable example of the poet's skill
in building up his characters by supple, easy dialogue in which
the count and the marquise parry and thrust until the denouement
and the outright proposal of marriage. Nowhere is the poet's
skill in "making speech the mirror of the soul" better shown
than in this dialogue which is the longest he ever wrote, since
it forms the entire play. The interest never flags. The
marivaudage is not exaggerated, nor prolonged to an extent that
makes it tiresome; a perfume of subtle elegance pervades the
whole scene.
•/Then this play with "Un Caprice" and one act of "On ne
badine pas avec l'amour" was presented in 1887 at the Comedie-
Frangaise in memory of Alfred de Musset's birth, Jules Lemaltre
wrote in his "impressions de thea\re" that in place of the two
one-act plays he would have preferred one or two acts of "La
Coupe et les Levres" or of "Lorenzaccio . " He felt that these
1 Mme Jaubert, Souvenirs
, p. 193.
<
two worldly comedies, along with "Contes d'Espagne et d'ltalie,"
were the outworn part of Musset's work-- ' caduque 1 was his word.
He found the wit of "II faut qu'une porte soit ouverte ou fermee
slight and uninteresting, its elegance a little faded, its
worldly badinage flat."*" Lema"itre's disparagement seems strange
in the face of the popularity of these two comedies which have
so frequently been ~,iven as curtain-raisers at the Corned ie-
Frangaise. 3ut he finds the end of the dialogue quite charming.
It is the poet and no longer the dandy who whispers in the ear
of the count these graceful lines:
"Si 1' amour est une come'die, cette comedie, vieille comme
le monde, sifflee ou non, est, au bout du compte, ce qu'on a
encore trouve de moins mauvais. Les roles sont rebattus, j'y
consens, mais si la piece ne valait rien, tout l'univers ne la
saurait pas par coeur;--et je me trompe en disant qu'elle est
vieille. Est-ce ^tre vieux que d'etre immortel?"
Cn ne saurait censer a tout (1849)
"On ne saurait penser a tout," a proverb in one act, was
written at very short notice for a charity performance. Paul de
Musset writes that it had "un succes de rires," but that at its
presentation at the The^tre-Francais four weeks later in May,
1849, the critics were hostile. The play ran twelve nights. It
is an adaptation of "Le Distrait" of Carmontelle whose proverbs
were very popular during the last half of the XVIII century.
1 J. Lemal"tre, Impressions de theatre
,
Vol.11, pp. 45-46.
(<
During Musset f s day croups of amateurs frequently performed them
Musset followed the text of Carmontelle ' s work very closely,
practically transferring five scenes to his own play, but Scene
IX, the most amusing scene of the act, is Musset 's own invention
The plot is simple. An absent-minded marquis is entrusted
by the king with an important mission. There is need of haste
but the marquis refuses to stir until he has brought to a head
his plan of proposing marriage to the countess.
Musset in this playlet has made a study in contrasts. The
baron who has a mania for punctuality is driven to a frenzy by
his absent-minded nephew. The character of the baron is empha-
sized to the point of the burlesque. One can detect under it
all a poet's protest. This mania for punctuality is for small
circumscribed minds, devoid of initiative, fortifying themselves
with narrowness of ideas. It is indicative of the wall of
prejudices which surrounds them, and of the regular, clocklike
movement of their daily rounds. But if some unexpected hitch
disturbs their routine, they are dismayed. The character of the
baron is disclosed by his definition of punctuality:
"La ponctualite est, en ce monde, la premiere des qualite's.
On peut meme dire que c'est la base, la veritable clef de toutes
les autres. Gar de me'me que le plus bel air d 1 opera, ou le plus
J oil morceau d
1
eloquence ne sauraient plaire hors de leur lieu
et place, de m'eme les plus rares vertus et les plus ^racieux
procedes n'ont de prix qu'a la condition de se produire en un
moment distinct et choisi Rien n'est plus pitoyable que
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d'arriver mal a propos."
By the dialogue of Scene I Musset discloses the character
of the young marquis. The baron has seen him with his own eyes
"traverser, les mains dans ses poches, une contredanse Royale,
et se promener au milieu du quadrille, comme dans l'allee d'un
jardin." Germain, the servant, relates that at the most
touching moment in a dramatic reading "voila mon maitre qui se
live, et s'en va boire le verre d'eau que l'auteur avait sur
sa table. Tout l'effet de la scene a ete manque."
In Scene IX Musset brings the play to an amusing climax.
The comedy borders on the burlesque as the marquis paces back
and forth in the countess 1 own salon, forgetting she is there,
and expressing aloud his opinions of his hostess. The marquis'
frenzied haste to pack his trunk, once he has gained the countess 1
consent to marry him, emphasizes the youthfulness and the reck-
less zest that Musset liked best to embody in his characters.
Bettine (1851)
Musset wrote "3ettine," his last comedy, for Rose Che'ri by
whom it was admirably interpreted. The performance of this
actress in "Clarissa Harlowe" had so impressed him that he went
to see her in the role thirty times running. "Bettine," however,
was coldly received by the public of the G-ymnase-Dramatique wher j
it was presented and played only twenty-five or thirty times.
The critic s found the play not gay enough and reproached the
"''Scene I
.
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poet for its "longueurs . " Musset made some cuts, but in vain.
The play did not meet with a better fate at the Theatre-Frangais.
After the appearance of "Bettine," Madame Allan wrote to
the poet a letter in which she expressed her admiration for his
play: "Votre piece est charmante, tout y est vrai, bien senti,
bien exr>rime, plein de £:race et de charme Je ne finirais pas
si ie vous disais tout ce que j'ai trouve de bon dans cette
nouvelle oeuvre; mais, comme il faut finir, je m'arre^te pour
vous serrer la main de bonne amitie, et aussi pour le franc et
vif plaisir que j'ai eprouve' en vous voyant toujours le meme
talent. 1,1
This friendly note gives evidence of the deep impression
the poet made upon the women who knew him well. Even though
they were driven from him by his violent bursts of temper and by
his unreasoning jealousy, long after they seemed to remember
only the enchantment he had cast over them.
The one act of "Bettine" has very little plot. The action
takes place in the salon of a villa in Italy. A famous opera
singer has deserted her career for the love of a quite worthless
baron, who deserts her on their wedding day. A former admirer
and great lover of the theatre offers himself as a husband in-
stead, and is accepted.
"Bettine" shows Musset 's own passionate admiration for the
dramatic stars and great singers of his day. Like la Malibran,
Pauline G-arcia, and Rachel, Bettine has a passion for her art.
1 M. Allem, Alfred de Musset, p. 175.
I
"Elle ne peut pas dormir, si elle n'a pas chante' elle a
chante cette nuit jusqu'a trois heures du matin." 1 Bettine and
le marquis Stefani have depth of character, although her sudden
calm acceptance of the latter in place of the baron seems im-
probable. Under the spell of Musset's dialogue, however,
improbabilities are ignored. With consummate skill the author,
by means of dialogue, builds up his characters and presents
them in the way in which he wishes us to accept them. Such is
his art that, in spite of fantastic situations, his characters
do seem vividly alive.
The amusing relief of "Bettine" is the persistent refrain
of the notary ever recurring throughout the play: "Les futurs
conjoints, ou sont-ils?"
Musset's lyricism take* the form in "Bettine" of a pane-
gyric of the operatic art. As the play closes these lines of
the marquis express the poet's own enthusiasm: "Est-ce qu'on
re'siste a son talent? En a-t-on la force, en a-t-on le droit,
surtout quand ce talent heureux vous a portee sur cette jolie
montagne ou les Muses dansent autour d'Apollon, et les abeilles
autour des Muses? Groyez-vous done que l'on puisse etre tout
bonnement baronne ou marquise, en revenant de ce pays-la? Oh!
que non pas! La nature parle, bon gre' mal gre" il faut qu'on
l'ecoute. Eh! palsambleu! un poete fait des vers et un musicien
des chansons, tout comme un pommier fait des pommes."^
* Scene I
.
2 Scene XVIII.

With "Bettine" Musset brought to a close the group of come-
dies and proverbs that he had been writing over a period of
twenty-one years. Though the play shows insight into the human
heart and its characters have depth, he did not succeed at the
last in recapturing his old verve and sparkle.
Plays in verse
A quoi revent les ieunes filles (1832)
After the contemptuous reception of "La Nuit ve'nitienne , "
as we have seen, Musset determined to write no more for the
stage, and in 1832 published "Un Spectacle dans un Fauteuil."
Cne of the plays contained in that volume is a delicate bit of
fantasy entitled "A quoi reVent les jeunes filles." Since
Musset' s poems had already aroused admiration and been much dis-
cussed in literary circles, he naturally turned to the poetic
form for writing these two new plays. Disregarding all dramatic
conventions, he gave free play to his fantasy, clothing it in
lyric beauty that exhales a subtle, delicate perfume of youth
and innocence.
Two young sisters, witty and full of airs and graces, whom
he had met at Le Mans and whom he called "ses premieres dan-
seuses," served as models for the two charming figures of Ninette
and Ninon, the twin sisters of "A quoi revent les jeunes filles.'
Ho poet better than he could write of the artless grace of very
young girls. The play has the simplest of plots, and "la scene
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est ou l'on voudras . " The two short acts are loosely con-
1
structed with frequent shifting of scenes. The lyric beauty
and the woodland scenes have a touch of Shakespeare. The name
Laerte was perhaps suggested to Musset by his reading of
"Hamlet."
An indulgent father wishes to marry one of his daughters
to the son of an old friend, but as he very well expresses it,
Recevoir un mari de la main de son pere,
Pour une jeune fille est un pauvre regal.
C'est un serpent dore qu'un anneau conjugal.
C'est dans les nuits d'ete, sur une mince echelle,
Une epee a la main, un manteau sur les yeux,
Qu'une enfant de quinze ans reve ses amoureux.
Avant de se montrer, il faut leur apparaitre.
Le pere ouvre la porte au mate'riel epoux, .
Mais toujours l'ide'al entre par la fenetre
.
Laerte then plots to mystify and delight his two young
daughters with a bold, dashing lover, and persuades the
reluctant Silvio to play the romantic lead, knowing well that
by this ruse he will guide one of the girls into the marriage
that he desires
.
Nowhere has the youthfulness , so characteristic of Musset's
theatre, more delicacy and appeal than in this little poetic
extravaganza. Ninon, musing on her sister's strange encounter
in the garden, says as she arranges her hair:
Je suis mal en bandeaux; mes cheveux sont trop courts.
Bah! j'avftis devine ! --C 1 est sans doute mon pere.
Ninette est si poltronne ! --I1 l'aura vue passer.
C'est tout simple, sa fille, il peut bien l'embrasser.
Mes bracelets vont bien.
Then she continues with these very feminine reflections:
1 Act I, Scene IV.

Quelle robe mettrai- je? Une robe d'ete'?
Non, d'hiver: cela donne un air plus convenable.
Non, &'6te: c'est plus jeune et c'est moins apprete
.
On le mettra sans doute entre nous deux a table.
Ma soeur lui plaira mieux--Bah! nous verrons toujours.
Even Laerte has a youthful gaiety which is very winning.
To Silvio he confides:
Croyez-vous cependant, raon cher, que la nature
Laisse ainsi par oubli vivre sa creature?
^u'elle nous ait donne trente ans pour exister,
Et le reste pour geindre ou bien pour tricoter?
Fi^urez-vous
,
Silvio, que j'ai, la nuit derniere,
Chante' fort joliment pendant une heure entiere.
C'etait pour intriguer mes filles; mais, ma foi,
Je crois, en verite, que j'ai chante pour moi.^
The dreamy, poetic quality of Musset's style is everywhere
apparent in this little play. The serenade sung under Ninon's
window has the fragile beauty of a poem by Ronsard
.
Ninon, Ninon, que fais-tu de^la vie?
L 'heure s'enfuit, le Jour / succede au jour.
Rose ce soir, demain fletrie.
Comment vis-tu, toi qui n'as pas d' amour?
Ouvrez-vous, jeunes fleurs. Si la mort vous enleve
,
La vie est un sommeil, 1' amour en est le reve.
Et vous aurez vecu, si vous avez aime.^
As the sisters loiter in the garden at evening they pour
out their youthful joy in lyric rhapsodies:
L'eau, la terre et les vents, tout s'emplit d 'harmonies.
Un jeune rossignol chante au fond de mon coeur.
J'entends sous les roseaux murmurer des genies
C fleurs des nuits d'et6, magnifique nature!
C plantes! 6 rameaux, l'un dans 1' autre enlaces!
feuilles des palmiers, reines de la verdure,
Qui versez vos amours dans les vents embrases.
Act I, Scene I.
Act II, Scene I.
Act I, Scene I.
Act I. Scene III.
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Irus, nephew of Laerte, serves to create the comic element
of the play. With his foppish airs and his extreme interest
in his apparel, he is made the butt of his uncle's ridicule:
"Et vous, vous avez l'air, mon neveu, d'une b^te."1 ".'Then Silvio
has won Ninon, and Ninette clearly shows that she wants none of
Irus, Laerte consoles the crestfallen youth with these words
which are the closing lines of the play:
Et vous, mon cher Irus, ne baissez point la t£te;
Soyez heureux aussi; votre habit vous va Men.
La Coupe et les levres (1832)
"La Coupe et les levres," which appeared in "Un Spectacle
dans un Fauteuil" together with "A quoi revent les jeunes filles
is a dramatic poem of some sixteen hundred lines divided into
five rather brief acts. The title was inspired by the oriental
proverb, "Sntre la coupe et les levres, il y a place pour un
malheur." Paul de Musset explained that, without any informa-
tion about Tirol other than that found in an old geographical
dictionary, his brother was not afraid to put the scene of his
play in a country which he did not know at all, thus proving
that "le poete porte en lui les elements de tout." 2
The looseness of the structure of the poem is marked.
Although the play has five acts, it really consists of a series
of rapidly changing tableaux, resulting at times in a confusion
of ideas. The central theme is the quest of the restless,
1 Act I, Scene II.
2 P. de Musset, Biograohie, p. 108.
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embittered Frank, wandering over the land in a vain attempt to
satisfy his pride and his ambition. In the end he stands
holding in his arms the dead Deidamia, symbol of the peace he
might have found without his senseless pride and envy.
The play is the most Byronic of all Musset's poems. As a
young man he was very enthusiastic about Shakespeare and Byron.
Having been accused of imitating various poets, he repudiated
the charge in a rather lengthy dedication in which occur these
frequently quoted lines:
On m'a dit I 1 an passe/ que j'imitais Byron;
Vous qui me connaissez, vous savez bien que non.
Je hais comme la mort 1 ' etat de plagiaire;
Mon verre n'est pas grand, mais je bois dans mon verre
.
Although the poem, and especially its hero, are distinctly
Byronic in character, Musset never becomes a mere imitator. He
turned to his favorite poets for inspiration, but his genius
impressed upon all that he wrote a youthful fervor and a lyric
tone that were his very own.
It was Musset's creed that love is the one thing in heaven
or earth about which it is not permitted to doubt. His plays,
like his poetry, tend to the exaltation of love. At times his
lyric expression of sentiment alternates with a Byronic cynicism
as in "La Coupe et les levres." In his dedication he wrote:
Doutez de la vertu, de la nuit et du jour;
Doutez de tout au monde, et jamais de l 1 amour.
Aimer est le grand point, qu'importe la raaftresse?
Qu'importe le flacon, pourvu qu'on ait l'ivresse?
Musset gives expression throughout his work to his love of
the beauties of nature. In the opening lines of the "Invocation
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of "La Coupe et les levres" he extols the virginal beauty of
the Tyrolese country which is the background for his poem.
Aimer, boire et chasser, voila la vie humaine
Chez les fils du Tyrol , --peuple her ol que et fieri
Montagnard comme I'aigle, et, libre comme l'air!
Beau ciel, ou le soleil a dedaigne la plaine,
Ce paisible ocean dont les monts sont les ,flots!
Beau ciel tout sympathique, et tout peuple d'echosl
The entire invocation is a paean of praise of Tirol. This
love of nature is again delicately expressed in the opening
lines of Act I.
Pale comme 1' amour, et de pleurs arrose'e,
La nuit aux pieds d' argent descend dans la rosee.
Le brouillard monte au ciel, et le soleil s'enfuit.
Eveillons le plaisir, son aurore est la nuit!
Throughout the poem the lilting song of the poet delights
us by the sheer beauty of its youthfulness
.
Tressez-moi ma guirlande, o mes belles cheries!
Couronnez de vos fleurs mes pauvres reveries.
Posez sur ma langueur votre voile embaume; /
Au coucher du soleil 1 'attends mon blen-aime.
Lou i son (1849)
Early in the year* 1849 Musset wrote for Augustine Brohan
a two-act comedy in verse, called "Louison," of which the
heroine plays the r£le of a soubrette. The play was scarcely
finished when Musset suddenly fell under the spell of another
popular star, Mile Anais, who, although in her late forties,
was highly successful in soubrette r6les. The poet's capacity
for fresh interests seemed limitless. Augustine Brohan, piqued
by his sudden shift of interest, made over the r$le of Louison
1 Act V, Scene I

to Mile Anais.
The simple plot of the play hardly admits of two acts.
Louison, the forthright young maid, is disturbed to find her-
self the object of the attentions of the duke, husband of her
mistress. To avoid unhappiness all around, she accepts as a
husband a young dullard from her village who turns up opportune
After the first performance of "Louison" a note came to
the author from the Princess Belgiojoso whom years before he
had seriously offended by his cruel sonnet, "Sur une morte."
Like Mme Allan, the princess could forget the storm and stress
of her association with the poet, and thus expressed her admira
tion: "Je ne puis resister au besoin de vous dire que vous vene
de faire un chef-d'oeuvre. Votre "Louison" est adorable de
gra*ce et de verite, de finesse et de sensibilite. Vous sentez
et pensez comme Shakespeare et parlez comme Marivaux. G'est
un e trange amalgame dont l'effet est tres saisissant
.
"Louison" scarcely merits this warm praise. The play has
a certain charm but it lacks the spontaneity of Musset's early
verse. His youthful elan is missing. It seemed to be the
strange fate of his plays that those that were definitely
written in his later years for the stage were coldly received,
while those that had been written in defiance of accepted
dramatic requirements were glowing successes.
Musset would have done better to limit "Louison" to one
act, and t o eliminate the characters of the duke's mother and
1 M. Allem, Alfred de Musset
, p. 167.

the peasant suitor. As it is, the action lacks definite purpose
and plan. Louison agrees to a rendez-vous with the dulie, which
does not take place. The duchess spends the first act wonder-
ing whether she will 50 to the ball, and finally does not go.
Louison is sent in her stead and does nothing of that which she
has been told to do. Ilusset's fine sense of the dramatic seems
to have failed him in the composition of this play. Here we do
not find the imaginative, poetic, dreamy quality of his earlier
style. Rather the plot seems studied and made to order.
There are passages in which Louison 's spirited replies to
the slurs on her honor recall Musset in a happier vein:
A mon honneur, madame? et pourquoi non, de grace?
Un brin d'herbe au soleil, comme on dit, a sa plac^e
.
Pourquoi n'aurais-je pas la mienne, s'il vous plait?
Le monde est assez grand pour tout ce que Dieu fait.
In the words of the duchess the poet gives expression to
his own capacity for doubt and distrust which robbed him forever
of finding happiness and repose. The lines catch the verve of
his early verse:
Oui
,
I
1
amour!
--a. l'&ge ou tout s' ignore,
En prononcant ce mot sans le comprendre encore,
On ne voit qu'un beau reVe, une douce ami tie,
Ou d'un comraun tresor chacun.a la moitie;
On croit qu'aimer, enfin, c'est le bonheur supreme....
Ton. Aimer, c'est douter d'un autre et de soi-meme,
C'est se voir tour a. tour dedaigner ou trahir,
Pleurer, veiller, attendre . . . . avant tout, c'est souffrir! 2
A Act II, Scene VIII.
2 Act II, Scene XIII.

PART III
CONCLUSION
The hisses which greeted "La Nuit ve'nitienne" did not stiflj
the dramatic originality of Alfred de Musset. They freed it
from the conventions of the stage. To them we owe a group of
plays which have a place apart in French dramatic literature.
Musset 's theatre cannot be run into moulds. To attempt to
classify his plays would be an injustice to a poet whose work
was always the spontaneous flowering of the mood of the moment.
Though he might at times follow the same procedure, or sketch
sometimes the same lines, never did he conform to any defined
type. His plays are characterized by looseness of structure and
extreme simplicity of plot. With ease and freedom he transports
the reader from scene to scene, and since the decor lives in the
imagination only, he can change as often as he wishes with no
regard for the conventions of the theatre. A new scene may be
suggested by a word and the change exacts only a moment of
thought
.
This frequent shifting of scenes is prophetic of the modern
novie scenario. The poet's cavalier treatment of the unity of
place, so revolutionary in his day, is no matter of concern to
bovie-minded moderns.
Only a poet could have written the "Come'dies et Proverbes."
The lyric beauty of the "Nuits" shines through the prose of these
plays of which the dreamy, vague atmosphere is a perfect setting

for the delicate poetic fantasy. The dominant characteristic of
Mus set's theatre is his lyricism.
Joined to his unerring dramatic instinct is his sift for
dialogue upon which he depends in place of plot. Skillfully he
develops character through the use of dialogue which runs the
gamut from worldly badinage sparkling with wit to passionate
bursts of lyricism. He knows also how to mingle the comic with
the tragic. Irrelevances and lifelike digressions often give
piquancy and G-allic flavor to his dialogue.
Musset lives in his drama which is highly colored by his
own diverse personality. He has impressed upon his work a
quality of youthfulness which is not its least appeal. The mind
of the poet had been formed, his imagination enriched, and his
sensibilities sharpened at an age when most writers are just
beginning to find themselves. Essentially the poet of youth and
of love, he possessed the rare genius of expressing in superbly
beautiful prose the emotions and passions of youth at the very
moment When he was young himself. He has no thesis to prove;
he rarely makes a character serve as his own mouthpiece. His
creed is that love is the only thing in the world that really
counts. That creed he repeats over and over again.
Alfred de Musset held a position both within and without
the Romantic school. He was both Classicist and Romanticist,
and neither of the two. He had broken with the traditions of
the past and created a new style of drama. But this unconcern
with dramatic tradition so disturbed his contemporaries that the}

failed to do justice to his senilis and originality. Dr. Samuel
M. T/,raxmsn writes in his "Antoine and the Theatre -Libr e : " "Alfred
de Musset, the playwright , has been treated very cavalierly by
most dramatic critics. Petit de Julleville, in his "Histoire
du Thea^tre-Frangais , " does not mention him at all, and our own
Brander Matthews, in his "French Dramatists of the Nineteenth
Century," gives an entire chapter to Octave Feuillet the play-
v/right, and simply mentions Musset in passing as an immoral in-
fluence on the chaste Octave. Even Sainte-Beuve dismisses
Mus set's plays as charming trifles, and Brunetiere, the dramatic
lav/giver, is not so sure that Musset can be taken seriously as
a playwright. But more eclectic spirits, like Musset 's contem-
porary, G-autier, and Jules Lema^tre, one of the most open-
minded of French critics, have not hesitated to salute him as
one of France's greatest dramatic glories. Zola, the iconoclast
has gone so far as to characterize Musset as the foremost French
dramatist of the nineteenth century, and French critics of
to-day are slowly waking up to the fact that what seemed an
exaggeration fifty years ago is fast becoming a commonplace. So
far as the general public is concerned, Musset now ranks second
in point of popularity, with Moliere still in the lead
.
nl
While Victor Hugo was launching his ponderous manifestoes
and Scribe was writing his perfectly constructed plays with
their conventional dummies for characters, Alfred de Musset was
quietly sowing the seeds of a real literary revolution. Unlike
1 S.
Tfaxman, Antoine and the The'litre-Libre
, pp. 5 -6.

Hugo and Dumas, Musset did not romanticize his characters, nor
sentimentalize them. Neither did he concern himself with rnoralE
He never discussed social problems nor expounded theories. Jfitfc
no knowledge of the technique of the stage, however, he was able
to make his characters live. His psychological insight was
penetrating and his style as dramatic as it was artistic.
Musset 's protest against the extravagant Romanticism, of his
contemporaries and their blindness to all but their own merit
is written in his poem, "Une soiree perdue," in the opening
lines of which he says:
J'e'tais seul, 1' autre soir, au Theatre-Fran<^ais
,
Ou presque seul; l'auteur n'avait pas grand succes.
Ce n'e'tait que Moliere, et nous savons de reste
Que ce grand maladroit, qui fit un Jour "Alceste,"
Ignora le bel^art de chatouiller 1 'esprit
Et de servir a point un denotement bien cuit.
G-r'Sce a Dieu, nos auteurs ont change' de methode.
St nous aimons bien mieux queique crane a la mode
Ou 1' intrigue, enlacee et roulee en feston,
Tourne comme un rebus autour d'un mirliton.
After this thrust at the Romanticists, he continues in
another vein:
J'ecoutais cependant cette simple harmonie,
Et comme le bon sens fait parler le geni
7
e.
J 'admirals quel amour pour l'apre verite
Eut cet homme si fier en sa naivete,
Quel grand et yrai savoir des choses de ce monde,
Quelle flfcle gaite, si triste et si profonde
Que, lorsqu'on vient d'en rire, on devrait en pleurer!
C notre ma'itre a tous! si ta tombe est fermee,
Laisse-moi dans ta cendre, un instant ranime'e
,
Trouver une e'tincelle, et je vais t'imiter!
J* en aurai fait assez si je puis le tenter.
In the witty, amusing "Lettres de Depuis et Cotonet,"
58
written in 1836 and 1837 to the editor of the "Revue des Deux-

Monde s," Musset wrote an excellent chapter of the literary
history of his day. In a tone of raillery and witty satire he
made fun of the extravagant style of the Romanticists:
"Nous voila arrives au sujet de cette lettre; c'est que
nous pensons qu'on met trop d 'adjectifs dans ce moment-ci
Notre opinion concluante est que si on rayait tous les adjectifs
des livres qu'on fait aujourd'hui, il n'y aurait qu'un volume
au lieu de deux, et done il n'en coOterait que sept livres dix
sous au lieu de quinze francs, ce qui merite reflexion
II n'y a guere de romans maintenant ou 1 ' on n'ait rencontre
autant d epithetes au bout de trois pages, et plus violentes,
qu'il n'y en a dans tout Montesquieu. Pour en finir, nous
croyons que le romantisme consiste a employer tous ces adjectifs,
et non en autre chose."-'-
Musset was the most sincere of writers. He felt all that
he said. Pretense and empty rhetoric have no place in his work,
nor extravagances of any kind. His facile prose, so highly
colored with his own personality, is difficult to imitate. To
imitate Musset successfully one would have to be another Musset.
To attempt to classify this drama, so free and so untrammeled,
would be futile.
Tot until the presentation of "Un Caprice" in 1847 did
Musset receive any measure of recognition as a playwright, and
never during his lifetime did he receive full measure. Since
that year, one by one, his plays that were written only to be
1 Contes par Alfred de Musset, p. 306.

read have found their place on the stage, and the honor due
has been given to the poet who broke with the traditions of the
past and pointed the way to a new and free style of drarna.
Since Musset was a forerunner of the free modern drama,
his was the misfortune of all men who are ahead of their time.
Misunderstood and neglected during their lives, they come into
their own long afterwards when the liberties they took have
become commonplace. To-day the "Comedies et Proverbes" may
seem a little old-fashioned, with an air of yesteryear, but
their structure does not disturb us, nor does their freedom
shock us.
Even though Musset had not smashed the idols of dramatic
convention, he would probably have been overshadowed by the
towering literary lights of his day. He lived during a period
when writers, seething with new ideas, were proclaiming them
loudly. Literary history was being made by such men as Hugo,
Dumas pere, Balzac, Scribe, Augier, and Dumas fils. Small
wonder that Musset with his "delicate pastels" has been shoved
aside and overlooked until the clamor subsided. Nov/ at last the
critics have proven kinder to the neglected playwright than to
the vastly popular Scribe, and to many another in the bright
galaxy of his day.
By 1855 Realism was beginning to take hold in France. With
such writers as Flaubert, Maupassant , and Zola in the vanguard,
Realism, like a strong wind, swept all before it. As the years
passed, however, its excesses with the emphasis on the brutal,

the immoral, the stark, and the trivial v/ere bound to produce a
reaction. The theatre-going public, tired of these extrava-
gances, discovered that Musset's poetic, imaginative "Comedies
et Proverbes" had a distinctive charm, and turned to them with
relief. Perhaps Realism, or rather its excesses, contributed
more than anything else to Musset's belated popularity.
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